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Abstract. In human-human interaction (HHI) the behaviour of the
speaker is amongst others characterised by semantic and prosodic cues.
These short feedback signals minimally communicate certain dialogue
functions such as attention, understanding or other attitudinal reactions.
Human-computer interaction (HCI) systems have failed to note and re-
spond to these details so far, resulting in users trying to cope with and
adapt to the machines behaviour. In order to enhance HCI, an adapta-
tion to the user’s behaviour, individual skills, and the integration of a
general human behaviour understanding is indispensable. Another issue
is the question if the usage of feedback signals is influenced by the user’s
individuality. In this paper, we investigate the influence of specific feed-
back signals, known as discourse particles (DPs), with communication
style and psychological characteristics within a naturalistic HCI. This
investigation showed that there is a significant difference in the usage of
DPs for users of certain user characteristics.

Keywords: human-machine-interaction, discourse particles, personal-
ity, user characteristics.

1 Introduction

Verbal human to human communication consists of several information layers, go-
ing beyond the pure textual information and transmitting relevant information
such as self-revelation, relationship andappeal [31].These details are normally pro-
vided by humans to enhance human-human interaction (HHI) and to increase the
likelihood of a positive interaction outcome. Human-computer interaction (HCI)
systemshave failed to note and respond to these details so far, resulting in users try-
ing to cope with and adapt to the machines behaviour [25]. This adaptation of the
user leads to the typicalmachine-like interactionpatterns resulting ina loss of infor-
mation and lowering the chance of a successful HCI. To obtain a more human-like
and more successful interaction with technical systems, those have to be adaptable
to the users’ individual skills, preferences, and user characteristics. This includes
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both, the ability to understand the user’s capabilities and a proper reaction towards
him [35].

In HHI the behaviour of the speaker is characterised by semantic and prosodic
cues, given as short feedback signals. These so-called discourse particles (DPs)
e.g. “hm” or “uhm” minimally communicate certain dialogue functions such as
attention, understanding, or other attitudinal reactions. Thus, these signals play
an important role in the progress and coordination of the interaction. They allow
the conversational partners to inform each other of their behavioural or affective
state without interrupting the ongoing dialogue. As a further advantage, these
feedback signals can be easily inferred from the speaker’s intonation, which is in
the case of DPs not influenced by semantic and grammatical information [27].

Two previous studies investigated necessary prerequisites. The first study in-
vestigated the occurrence of DPs within HCI and the relation between DPs and
predefined pitch contours [29]. Furthermore, the DPs served as features for com-
plex emotion detection [28]. More information about the meaning of DPs can
be found in [5,27]. Our previous work investigated the correlation of DP-usage
with different age and gender groups. Thereby, we revealed that the variations
within the different groups are quite substantial. This indicates that there must
be other factors influencing the individual use of DPs. This paper now inves-
tigates the correlation of DP-usage and specific psychological characteristics of
the subjects within a naturalistic HCI.

1.1 Discourse Particles in HCI

During HHI several semantic and prosodic cues are exchanged among the in-
teraction partners and used to signalize the progress of the dialogue [1]. The
intonation of feedback signals transmits the communicative relation of the speak-
ers and their attitude towards the current dialogue. The occurrence of different
intonation-meaning relations are depending on the conversation type. In conver-
sations of narrative or cooperative character confirmation signals are dominating,
whereas turn holding signals dominate argumentative conversations [24].

As intonation is influenced by semantic and grammatical information, it is
advisable to investigate the intonation of so-called DPs [1]. These speech frag-
ments cannot be inflected, but emphasised. The incorporation of DPs in HCI
systems will allow a detection of crucial points within the dialogue and help to
initiate proper system reactions. Furthermore DPs are uttered in situations of a
higher cognitive load [5].

As DPs have a specific function within the conversation (indicate thinking,
conformation or request to respond, cf. [27]), the use of these particles requires
the conversational partners to understand the meaning. Hence, it may be assum-
able that DPs do not occur in HCI. The investigation in [10] showed that while
the number of partner-oriented signals are decreasing during HCI, the number
of signals indicating a task-oriented, or expressive function are increasing. These
findings could be confirmed with our previous study, cf. [29].

The so far presented studies demonstrated that DPs are used within HCI
[10] and also tried to explain the broad variety of occurrences between different
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users [29]. The utilized distribution in young vs. elder users and male vs. female
speakers revealed that elderly female speakers using DPs twice as often than
elderly male speakers. But the mean variation within the different groups is still
quite large. Thus, we assume that other factors influence the use of DPs.

1.2 User Characteristics in HCI

Research on communication and personality dispositions has a distinguished his-
tory. Today, it is agreed that personality is a rather complex entity containing
different aspects. Thus, many user characteristics are discussed having an influ-
ence on the interaction towards technical system. Among others, these variables
cover personality traits (attributional style, anxiety, problem solving), which are
important for the user’s behaviour in both HHI and HCI [8].

In personality psychology and psychological research the “Big Five” factors
of human personality were widely confirmed and represent the most influential
personality model nowadays [18,23]. Furthermore, the “Big Five”-model had a
great impact on research about a certain sequence in natural communication: the
initial dyad. Initial dyadic interaction refers to the first contact between humans,
i.e., the situation in which two people get to know each other for the first time.
A lot of researchers report on strong relations between factors of personality and
the communication with another person in this certain situation. In contrast to
the “Big Five” model, other theories of personality focuses more on interpersonal
relationships. The author in [30] opposed his inter-psychic model to predominant
intra-psychic models of personality .

Personality plays an important role in HCI, too (e.g., [7,12]). Former research
identified personality traits as well as interpersonal relationship as relevant as-
pects in the field of HCI [33]. Summarising, there is some evidence suggesting
that Extroversion is related to computer aptitude and achievement [32].

In addition, also socio-demographic aspects as age and gender, or affinity
to information and communications technology (ICT) are discussed to play an
important role [13,19,21]. In the case of ICT-aspects especially the knowledge
and skills as well as the anxiety in dealing with technical systems, the user’s
problem-solving behavior, and thus the whole work style is seen to have an
impact [2,3,4]. Furthermore, the user’s domain knowledge, and language skills
are pointed out in this context [22]. Until now, however, only a few empirical
studies investigate the impact of user properties to interaction with a technical
system, cf. [22].

2 Dataset

The conducted study utilizes the LAST MINUTE corpus (cf. [25]) as naturalis-
tic HCI database that is already object of examination regarding affective state
recognition [11] and linguistic turns [26]. The utilized corpus contains 133 multi-
modal recordings of German speaking subjects during Wizard-of-Oz (WOZ) ex-
periments. The setup revolves around a journey to the unknown place “Waiuku”,
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which the subjects have won. Each experiment takes about 30 minutes. Using
voice commands, the subjects have to prepare the journey, pack the suitcase,
and select clothing. Most of the experiments are transliterated, enabling the
automatic extraction of speaker utterances. Details can be found in [25].

The experiment is distinguished into two modules, with two different dia-
logue styles: personalisation and problem solving module [25]. The personalisa-
tion module, being the first part of the experiment, has the purpose of making
the user familiar with the system and to make his behaviour more natural. In
this introduction (IN) the users are encouraged to talk freely. We furthermore
located the same dialogue style at the end of each experiment, when the system
asks further questions about the satisfaction with the user’s solution and denote
this as closure (CL).

During the problem solving module the user is expected to pack the suitcase
for his journey. The dialogue follows a specific structure of specific user-action
and system-confirmation dialogues. This conversation is task focused and the
subjects talk more command-like. Thus this part or the experiment has a much
more regularized dialogue style. The sequence of these repetitive dialogues is
interrupted by pre-defined barriers (Bx) for all users at specific time points.
These barriers are intended to increase the stress level of the users.

B1 the task is introduced, no details about commands and target location
B2 the user gets familiar with the system, first excitement gone
B3 the content of the current suitcase is listed verbally
B4 the system refuses to pack items because the weight limit is reached
B5 details about the target location are given
B6 user can repack items but with time pressure

In addition to the WOZ experiment itself, socio-biography and psychometric
parameters are collected using validated questionnaires. Psychological question-
naires are established methods for the collection of specific variables. They can
thus be used, to determine social and political characteristics, opinions, interests,
or psychological characteristics such as personality factors, attributional style,
motivation, and many different constructs.

The NEO-FFI [6] is designed to assess the constellation of traits defined by
the Five Factor theory of personality. The model assumes that behaviour in sit-
uations (state) is influenced by steady characters (traits). The “Big Five” factors
are extroversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness.

Another questionnaire utilizes Sullivan’s model of personality and focuses on
interpersonal relationships. The inventory of interpersonal problems (IIP) [14] is
a model for conceptualizing, organizing, and assessing interpersonal behaviour,
traits, and motives. Eight scales mark the interpersonal circumplex by selecting
items (domineering, vindictive, cold, socially avoidant, nonassertive, exploitable,
overly nurturant and intrusive). As the experiment is conducted with German
speaking subjects, the German version is used, cf. [15].

The stress-coping questionnaire (SVF) [17] includes 20 scales (e.g. deviation,
self-affirmation, control of reaction) for different types of response to an unspecific
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selection of situations that impair, adversely affect, irritate, or disturb the emo-
tional stability or balance of the subject.

Additionally to this psychometric instruments socio-demographic variables
like age, gender, educational level, experience with computers (e.g. years overall,
hours per day/week), and in what context the subjects use the computer are
collected. This corpus is designed to have an equal distribution of gender and
age of the subjects. The younger group ranges from 18-28 years. the elder group
consists of subjects being over 60 years.

3 Results

We used a subset of 89 subjects with a total duration of approx. 45 hours. The
group distribution of age and gender is as follows: 21 young male and 23 young
female subjects and 19 old male and 27 old female subjects. As the experiment is
transliterated, we conducted an automatic alignment with a manual correction
phase for the DP-extraction. Within our subset of 89 subjects, only 3 subjects
do not utter any DP. The overall number of DPs is 1975, the mean is 28.77
particles per conversation with a standard deviation of 25.15. One subject uses
107 particles in an experiment, which is the maximum. To analyse the DP-usage,
we set the DPs in relation to the total number of user’s acoustic utterances of
any kind like words, see Fig. 1. As statistical test, we use a one-way ANOVA, to
compare means of our two mean-splitted samples, cf. [16].
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Fig. 1. Mean and standard deviation for the DPs divided into the two dialogue styles
regarding different speaker groups in the case of gender (male, female) and age (young
and old). For comparison the group independent frequency (all) is given, too.

We further notice, that the usage of DPs is not equally distributed among
the gender and the age of the subjects, see Fig. 1. This difference is largely
determined by the speaker’s age. The difference between the young and old
speakers is significant for both personalization (p < 0.002) and problem solving
(p < 0.027). This means that young and old users do not only different by
their age, but also in relation to the type of communication (personalization or
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problem solving). Hereby the group differences are from special interest, while
the usage of DPs for elderly does not reveal big differences in the both phases,
young users on the other hand have distinct differences between personalisation
and problem solving. Regarding the other groups, only substantial differences
can be noticed, this may be mostly due to the small sampling size.

From this investigations, it can be seen that the standard deviation is quite
high. This indicates a high individuality of the users’ DP-usage and we assume
that additional criteria, as specific psychological characteristics, are inferring
the usage of DPs. Therefore, we further analyse the DP-usage depending on
specific user characteristics. Hereby, we again set the DPs in relation to the
total number of user’s acoustic utterances. of user’s acoustic utterances. We
furthermore differentiate between user traitsbelow the mean (low trait) and those
at or above the mean (high trait). As statistical test, we use a one-way ANOVA,
to compare means of our two mean-splitted samples, cf. [16]. The results can be
found in Fig. 2. We only depict results with provide substantial results nearly
the significance.
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Fig. 2. Mean and standard deviation for the DPs divided into the two dialogue styles
regarding different groups of user characteristics

Considering the psychological characteristics, no significant differences are
noticeable on the distinction between the two dialogue styles personalisation
and problem solving. This is mostly due the fact, that we compare very few
users within a very heterogeneous sample.

As the influence of psychological characteristic heavily depends on the situa-
tion in which the user is located. The distinction in a free dialogue and regulated
dialogue may not be sufficient to describe the user’s situation. Especially in the
regulated problem solving module very different situations are induced by the
experimental design, which also produce partly contradictory user reactions. But
to make at least substantial statements, the number of samples is not sufficient,
as stated before.

For interpreting the SVF positive strategies distraction (SVF pos), we could
state that subjects having better skills in stress management with regard to pos-
itive distraction use substantial less DPs. Especially in the personalization they
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showed less DPs. The finding on SVF negative strategies (SVF neg) confirms
the previous one. Subjects who do not have a good stress management and un-
like even have negative stress management mechanisms (i.e. stress management
mechanisms increasing the stress) also use more DPs.

Evaluating the IIP personality trait vindictive competing (IIP vind), we can
state that subjects using DPs more frequently, Volunteers, more likely to have
problems trusting others or rather towards others are suspicious and are rather
quarrelsome showed more DPs.

Also the interpretation of the NEO-FFI confirms the IIP-findings because the
subjects having less DPs show less confidence in dealing with other people.

Thus, it can be assumed that the usage of DPs is accompanied by “negative”
psychological characteristics. This supports the findings that DPs are uttered in
situations of a higher cognitive load [5].

4 Discussion

Th presented investigation on the use of specific back-channel signals in HCI
and their correlation with psychological characteristics allows us to investigate
HCI from a new perspective. First, the verified use of DPs in HCI prove the
assumption that HCI and HHI are comparable, which has long been presupposed
for investigating HCI, cf. [9,34]. Our investigation furthermore indicates that
humans tend to use mechanisms from HHI they are familiar with also when
interacting with technical systems, although they are aware that these systems
do not have the same capabilities than human conversational partners [20].

The precise analysis of DP-occurrence within the dialogue styles reveals that
the use of DPs is more likely when the subject is encouraged to talk freely than
during structured dialogues. Furthermore, the age of the speakers influenced
the usage of DPs, when taking the verbalisation into account. IN our analysis
young and old users do not only different by their age, but also in relation
to the type of communication (personalization or problem solving). This could
be interpreted that young users are more confident when using a machine-like
interaction than elderly users. Anyway, young users seem to be familiar with this
kind of conversation.

Other factors that influence the usage of DPs are the user’s psychological char-
acteristics. Hereby our investigations reveal that the usage of DPs corresponds
with specific psychological characteristics that describe the user’s interpersonal
relationship, attributional style, and technological affinity.

Our investigations reveal that the occurrences of DPs could provide hints of
specific psychological characteristics in pre-known situations of the interaction.
Especially in situations of a higher cognitive load [5], when the user is not able
to deal with this “negativity”.Thus, if these characteristics are already known,
than the usage of DPs can be seen as stress indicators, which have to be taken
into account for an appropriate reaction of the system.

For appropriate reactions, the system should also take into account the differ-
ent communicative functions the DPs have, cf. [28]. This investigation indicates
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that technical system can be enabled to easily differentiate the DP-intonation of
“thinking”. In cases where the user utters a DP having this meaning, the system
should wait for the user input, in cases of a more competent user in dealing with
technical systems. In contrast, only for users do not having this competence, the
system should offer explanations.

5 Conclusion

Our investigations show that DPs are also utilized within a HCI, although, the
users know that these feedback signals cannot be interpreted by the technical
system. However, it should be noted that one can not draw certain conclusions
from the purely presence of DPs. The revealed age-bias as well as psychological
characteristics have to be taken into account, especially if the interaction makes
certain demands on the user, as higher problem solving abilities or specific lan-
guage skills. It has also been shown that the current situation in which the user
with its specific psychological characteristic is located has a significant impact
on the use of DPs.

However, it remains to be clarified to what extent such studies can be trans-
ferred to other corpora and other situative interactions. This includes an in-depth
study of the used DP-functions with respect to the experimental situation and
psychological characteristics. Unfortunately, for this purpose the number of DPs
in actual material is too low.
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